ENGLISH
Year 5&6
Summer Term Week 7
Lesson 4

Unit/Lesson focus: the aim of this unit of learning is to write a formal nonchronological report linked to the video ‘Pandora’ located on the following
website http://www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fi-shed.html
We will be revising the features of non-chronological reports and focus on a
range of vocabulary and grammatical structures that add the level of detail,
precision and formality required in a non-chronological report.
Credit @www.literacyshed.com

Unit Learning Objectives:
L.O.: To use a wide range of clause structures in sentences
L.O.: To use adverbs, prepositions and expanded noun phrases to add detail
L.O.: To use a range of cohesive devices within and across sentences
L.O.: To select vocabulary and grammatical structures for formality
L.O.: To write a non-chronological report

Lesson 4
L.O.: To use a range of cohesive devices within
and across sentences
I can identify a range of cohesive devices
I can also use a range of cohesive devices within my
sentences
I can even use a range of cohesive devices within and across
my sentences

Vocabulary focus:

Cohesion
Cohesive devices

Cohesion means linking together,
togetherness, unity
In writing, cohesive devices are words or
phrases which link ideas across sentences
and paragraphs. They help to organise our
work.

cohesive devices
Repetition of words and phrases
Adverbials (see next slide)
Conjunctions
Substitution of nouns (not using the same noun)
Use of pronouns

Cohesive devices = linking ideas in sentences and across
paragraphs.

Example Sentences
In the beginning, Jasper did not worry about being seen. In fact, he
actually wanted to be. It made him laugh to see the shock on
people’s faces, but things were different now…
As a consequence of his own recklessness, none of his kind were
permitted to change in the open. They had to be back by nightfall.
In the beginning - time adverbial to create draw the reader back to an earlier
time and describe important events
In fact - fronted adverbial emphasises that Jasper used to enjoy being seen
As a consequence - introduces the impact Jasper’s recklessness had
Being seen – repeated using different vocabulary

Questions
Jasper looked up at the sky and a
sense of panic began to set in. It
would soon be dark and he was not
home. The streetlamps flickered
above his head, threatening to light;
the darkness was looming menacingly.
Only yesterday he had promised to
avoid the blackness of night. Only
yesterday he had promised to never
get caught. Yet here he was, out in the
street with the blackness poised ready
to envelop him.
It arrived. The promise was broken
and Jasper felt the changes begin…

Underline the words/phrases
which have been repeated to
create cohesion in blue.
Underline the words/phrase
adverbials which have been
used to create cohesion in
orange.

Today you are going to use your ideas and designs from yesterday
to create a paragraph on the anatomy of your insect.
1. Watch the film clip, listening
carefully to the description of the
creatures.
http://www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fi-shed.html

While you watch, think about these
questions:
How are the creatures being
described?
What language/vocabulary is being
used to describe them?

Did you spot the expanded noun
phrases and technical
vocabulary/adjectives highlighting
the specific features about the
creatures?

Now look carefully at Resource
3b, copied here.
Select suitable words to fill the
gaps.
What might some of the missing
vocabulary be?

Now look carefully at Resource 3a.
What do you notice about the
vocabulary that has been added?
How do these features help the
reader?
This paragraph describes the anatomy
and features of a hexapod and uses
cohesive devices (repetitions,
adverbials, conjunctions, substitution
of nouns, use of pronouns) to help
link the ideas together.
*How many examples of cohesive
devices can you spot?

Today you are going to use your ideas and designs from yesterday
to create a paragraph on the anatomy of your insect.
Look at your designs from yesterday.
Have a quick check to ensure that you have mentioned at least
6 features of your hexapod.
If you haven’t, now is the time to add them, as you will be
describing these features in the same way as the examples
from the film clip.

Now let’s think about how you might
open your paragraph.
Resource 3a uses the idea of talking
about hexapods in general for the first
sentence and then introduces a specific
creature.
How else might we start our writing?
Think about the types of sentence
structures that you might use to
introduce your insect.
• Write some ideas for an introductory
sentence for this paragraph and then
choose the best one.
The remainder of the session will be
focused on writing the rest of the
paragraph.

Task:

create a paragraph on the anatomy of your insect using cohesive techniques to link ideas.

Re-read the introductory sentence that you have chosen and then complete your paragraph about the
anatomy of your insect. Remember that you need to keep looking at your diagram and the features that you
labelled to help you plan what you are writing about.
Don’t forget to use expanded noun phrases and other cohesive devices (the list of adverbials is part of the
WAGOLL)

You have three choices:
Mild
There needs to be at least 6 features mentioned and a focus on conjunctions to create cohesion.

Medium
There needs to be at least 7 features mentioned, with details regarding their function and a focus on
conjunctions and adverbials to create cohesion.
Hot
There needs to be at least 8 features mentioned, with details regarding their function and a focus on
conjunctions, adverbials and substitution of nouns to create cohesion

You can use the example from resource 3a in the WAGOLL.

WAGOLL:

Plenary:
When you have finished, read through your
paragraph.
Have you
• mentioned at least 6 features of your creature
• included details regarding their function
• Used conjunctions, adverbials and substitution of nouns to
create cohesion

Go through and edit any sentences that you think can
be improved.

Reflection:
Lesson 4
L.O.: To use a range of cohesive devices within
and across sentences
I can identify a range of cohesive devices
I can also use a range of cohesive devices within my
sentences
I can even use a range of cohesive devices within and across
my sentences

Answers
Jasper looked up at the sky and a
sense of panic began to set in. It
would soon be dark and he was not
home. The streetlamps flickered
above his head, threatening to light;
the darkness was looming menacingly.
Only yesterday he had promised to
avoid the blackness of night. Only
yesterday he had promised to never
get caught. Yet here he was, out in the
street with the blackness poised ready
to envelop him.
It arrived. The promise was broken
and Jasper felt the changes begin…

Repetition for cohesion
a) Promise(d) – repetition of the idea that the
promise was important but broken
b) Only yesterday – repetition to emphasise
the short space of time it took to break the
promise
c) Blackness/darkness – emphasises the
importance/potential danger of the darkness

Adverbials for cohesion.
a)
b)

It would soon – time adverbial to signal what
is about to happen
b) Only yesterday – time adverbial to draw
the reader back to an earlier time and the
resolution he made darkness coming

